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JOHNSON'S LIVES OF THE POETS.

!
emr"ll,E have received a valuable addition to our Libr,ary, as we
'V mentioned last month, that is a new edition of Johnson's

j famous" Lives of the Poets," edited by one of the most

famous old Shirlmrnians of to-day, who has most generously pre

sented a copy of his workto the School Library. It has been
thought that a further recognition should be paid to this work

than ,vas accorded in the brief notice in our last issue.

This new edition of Johnson's Lives is an excellent one.
Print and paper are both admirable, the title-page in each yolume

is very handsome, and the portraits of the various poets are

very interesting; there is a good portrait of Jolmson facing the
title-page of the first volume, which reproduces his fine powerful

face with great exactitude. The portrait of Milton is one taken
in youth and different to the conventional one with the large

curls and Puritan collar. Pope looks strange and stately in a

wig and quite different to the usual portrait, while
Dryden without his wig also looks peculiar. One of the best

and most interesting of all the illustrations is one of the great
Doctor himself without his wig, which is taken from a picture

painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds, in the possession of Miss Drum

mond, no reproduction of which has ever before been published.
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1\1r. \Vaugh has written an able Introduction, in which he

informs us that his purpose is not to correct Johnson's wrong
criticisms by his notes, but to present them to the reader as

they stand, merely adding short and concise notes with regard

to dates and correcting misstatements of J ohnson himself He

goes on to say that his work really has only brought
Cunningham's famous old edition up to date, amending the

various errors he made. Thus Cunningham altered the text
considerably, but Mr. \Vaugh gives it exactly as Johnson left it

in the revised edition of 1783. He gives a reproduction of the
title-page of the 1783 edition, which it is interesting to compare
with a real copy which we have in the Library.

The "Lives of the Poets" are on the whole the most

entertaining of Johnson's \yarks. They were written when his
style was matured, and being composed in a more conversational
style than most of his writings, they are free from

many of the long and ponderous words which disfigured his

earlier writings. In the following pages we propose briefly to
describe the way in which the 'Lives' were composed, to
estimate their value, to discuss their poetical criticisms, and then

to turn from the work to the man and attempt a short sketch

of some of the points in his character.

In 1777, about forty of the best booksellers and publishers
III London, decided to publish some volumes containing the

works of some of the most celebrated of the English Poets.

It occllrred to them that the sale would probably be largely in
creased if they could attach to their publication the name of the

Literary Dictator of the day, the great Samuel Johnson. For
some years this celebrated writer had done little work, with

the excepti:m of the" Journey to the Helrides" published 1775,
and a few insignificant pamphlets; he had published no import

ant work since 1759, being relieved from the urgent pressure of

want by a pension of £300 accorded to him by the government.

It was at first proposed that J ohnson should wirte short
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biographies of the leading poets, which should be abO{lt three

or four pages in length, and merely devote short paragraphs to
the minor poets. For this the publishers agreed to give him

£200, and in this fortuitous way it came about that the most

valuable monument of criticism during the eighteenth century

was erected. There was no man In England better fitted for
the task than Johnson. He had been one of the inhabitants of

Grub Street, that paradise of poor authors, had seen and talked
with men who had known Dryden, Cowley, and Pope, and had
imbibed all the knowledge which the experience of so maIJY
years company with the authors' world could gi\Oe him..-\ccord
ingly he set to work and interwove into the lives all the endless

anecdotes and literary traditions which he had heard years ago
and never forgotten. So interested did he become that even the

lives of minor poets were nearly all of them much larger than

the three or four pages to which he prop9sed to limit the more

important poets.

The value of such an undertaking was immense. Biography

was raised to a higher level than it had ever previously attained

to. These pleasant sparkling biographies set forth with vigour

and clearness the characters of the most celebrated English

poets,from Cowley to Gray. :\Iuch \Oaried knowledge was given

to the world, which othen\Oise would ha\Oe gone down to the

grave with Johnson, the style was more cOIJ\Oersational, more

pleasing, and less cumbrous, than is usual with this author's
work. A luminous and vivid picture of literary Efe during the
end of the seventeenth and mostly the eighteenth centuries, was
presented to the general reader in such a pleasing manner as at

once to become popular. In no other volume can such a repre
sentation of the life of the poor be found. There are in the

" Lives" pathetic descriptions of authors who slept on door

steps and begged in the streets, whom poverty and distress op
pressed all the more cruelly because they were also wounded in

spirit by the contemptuous obscurity to which they were doomed.

Many were so poor that they had no clothes to stir out of doors,
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and must perforce remam m their miserable garrets. Others

'were booksellers' hacks, while more ,vere leel to sin and theft by

lack of money. Some sought to drown their cares in liquor, and

died in tavern brawls. All had a perpetual and unending

struggle to keep the wolf from the door. Of all these we have

descriptions in Johnson's "lives," and especially in the inimit

able life of Richard Savage (first published 1744), the long dead

friend of Johnscn, who had experienced the extremes of pros

perity and adversity, having once been a guest at \Vindsor,

only to become a homeless beggar and to die of want in a gaol.

Johnson's poetical criticisms are always entertaining. He

always applies to criticism a strong intelligence and a massive
common-sense. Consequently when his criticisms are wrong
they are never foolish. They are always in a sense true. There

were some poets he did not understand, l\Iilton and Gray for
example. But in the criticisms of poets of his own age he stands

without a "rival. The peculiar, critical and artificial style of

poetry in vogue' in the time of Johnson, ,vas well understood

and admirably criticised by JIim.

His criticisms of 'Lycidas' and of the 'Bard' and the

, Cat' are very entertaining, and as they may be unknown to some

of our readers, ,\"e will quote a little from them. The form of

Lycidas is 'a pastoral, easy, vulgar, and therefore disgusting' ;

the dictation is harsh, the rhymes uncertain, and the numbers

un pleasing.' How strange to contrast this with the acknowledged

opinions of to-day? Of the' Bard' he says, 'the revival of such

a fiction disgusts us with apparent and unconquerable false

hood.' 'I e!o not see that the Bare! promotes any truth, moral

or political.' This is the true spirit of Johnson's criticism,

always seeking to fine! whether a subject was moral or not. He

never thought that any subject, which is artistically treated, is
possible to art. Again, he objects to the charming poem on

, the Cat.' He says, , Selima the Cat is called a nymph, with

some violence both to language and to sense. The humour of

the expression never seems to have occurred to him.
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The character of Dr. J ohnso11 is of extreme interest. In
the sceptical eighteenth century he was one of the few who

maintained a full undoubted belief in religion and its power.
His charities were extremely large. It is recorded that out of

his pension of £300 annually, he only retained for himself about

£80. A number of homeless and friendless persons were main
tained in his house and supported by him at his own expense.

Some of them were often rude to him, but he bore p:ttiently

with all their caprices.

In manner he was somewhat surly and abrupt, but this was

only the outward appearance which concealed deep inward
tenderness and feeling. He had many friends and with the most
notable of them he formed the famous literary society, known

as ' Johnson's Club.' This was a gathering which was devoted
to the discussion of various literary subjects, whose decisions

were regarded \\,ith such reverence that they were sufficient to

condemn or to promote the sale of almost any book. It included
the most celebrated characters of the day: Goldsmith, the

graceful, witty, and impecunious Irishman, novelist and poet;
Reynolds, the great painter of the day; Gibbon, the greatest of

modern historians; Burke, the great orator; and many others,

including Topham Beauclerk, a fastidious young man with
great powers of sarcasm, and Bennet Langton, the great Greek

scholar. One of the members was the famous and inimitable

James Boswell, a Scotch solicitor, the inseparable companion of

Dr. Johnson. The friendship was the more strange because

the two were so entirely different in character. J ohnsoil was
often so overbearing as to be extremely rude, Boswell was so
anxious to please as to often appear in the light of a fawner and

flatterer. Boswell was often impudent to the Great Doctor, he
asked him awkward questions and perpetually teased him.

But no man had ever a more profound admiration for another

than Boswell had for J ohnson. He took to hmrt every s2ying

J ohnson ever uttered in his presence, and filled countless note

books with summaries of conversation of Joh11son, and in the
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end he prodliced after the death of his master, a biography, the

like of which had never appeared before, and which still holds

rank as the priest and best in English literature.

In those inimitable pages we see Johnson as he really was.
\\'c see his huge form rolling and heaving as he utters some

witty or pointed sentence. \Ve behold his tenderness and sim

ulated roughness, his \yeakness and his strength, all painted by

the most loving of biographers, who could see no faults in his

idol, and therefore omitted no detail of his life which he could

gather, so that we \\'ho did not know the Doctor personally can

calmly judge of his character. He introduced a new style into

literature, ponderous indeed, and loaded with Latinisms, and

filled with' sesquipedalia verba,' with long words ending in -osity

and -ation, but withal characterised by forcibility and strength.
He founded the didactic novel with his famous' Rasselas,' and

he led biography to a higher point in his inimitable" Liyes of
the Poets," which are rich \yith all the varied knowledge and

tr:tdition of Grub Street, and are embellished with sound and
sensihle criticisms upon poetry, which have proved to be the

most abiding of all the \yorks of the great Author.

Let all those \vho have not yet read any of the "Lives of

the Poets," immediately rectify their mistake, and where could
they find a better edition than that which !\Ir. \Vaugh has just

published, and a copy of which he has so kindly presented to the
library? And if by perusing some of the \vorks of Johnson
they be led to inquire something of the man also, let them turn

to :\Iacaulay's life of J ohnson in the' Encyclopcedia Britannica '

or to Boswell's magnificent 'Johnson' where the character of

this great Author is sketched with simplicity, clearness, and

pathos. It has been the aim of the present writer to act as an

introduction to Johnson for ::,0111e of our readers, and if any be

led to inquire further of the Doctor, the object pursued in these

pages \vill have been realised.
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Sectioll A .-Etchings of Sherborne School by Ed\,'ard J.
Burrow; \V.H. Beynon & Co, Fine Art Publishers, Chelten
ham.

Last summer !VIr. Burrow made some drawings of Sher
borne which are now reproduced as etchings; they are ten in
number and the subjects are the Abbey Interior Choir, the old
House, the Library Exterior, the Chapel Interior, the Big
Court, the Cloisters, a corner of the Library Interior, the North
Gateway, the Conduit and Church Lane, the Pavilion. Of
these we like the Abbey Interior best; it is an excellent subject
for editing, the arcade the fan vault and the great East windows
are admirably dealt with. The Old House, the Library Ex
terior and Interior, and the timber roof of the Chapel make also
very good pictures. The Cloisters and the Big Court are
somewhat disappointing; there seems to be too much light in
the Cloisters, but certainly the most has been made of the
Pavilion, which though in itself not unpicturesque looks in the
etching quite pretty. \Ye should have liked very much to see
a reproduction of the School,house Dining Hall, our prettiest
piece of jacobean work; and we think too the Big School,room
our greatest modern building would ha,'e made a good picture.
But as the Artist said, when you can get bits of the 12th, 13th,
and 15th, centuries to draw, it is not easy to look at later \,'ork.
However he has yielded so far to modern ideas as to draw the
Pavilion.

Medals and Decorations of the British Armv and i\a\-y,
J. H. Mayo; London, 1897. 2 vols. J

. The above is a complete book of referei1ce, excellently
illustrated, on this interestmg subject.

Another volume of Dr. ?lIurray's great English Dictionary
and two more volumes of the Dictionary of 1\ational Biography
have lately come in, also another \'olume of the Palaeonto
graphical Society's Publications.

Another volume of \Vright's Dialect Dictionary has come
lll.

Queen Victoria, Holmes; London, 1897. This unique
volume dealing with the Queen's Life and Reign is verj
beautifully illustrated and wiil no doubt prove of great interest
110t only to us but to them that come after us. The Author is
the Queen's Librarian at \Vindsor and no trouble has been
spared to make the book complete.
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Section C.-Jebb's Sophoc1es is now complete.

Section D. -Ludlow's memoirs 1625-1672, edit Firth;
Oxford, 1894 This is a valuable original authority, in some
ways only second to Cromwell's Letters, for the History of the
Civil \Var from the Puritan point of view.

The History of the Navy, Laird Clowes; London, 1897.
The first volume of this Standard work, that is to be, will
shortly be in the Library.

Section M.-Hypnotism, Vincent; London, 1897. The
last volume of the International Scientific series.

GIFT TO THE LIBRARY.

Section D.-Charles n. Flight of the King after
\Vorcester fight, Allan Few; London, 1897. Gift of A. H.
Armitage O.S., This book is well illustrated and the wander
ings of the King are very carefully and thoroughly worked out.
To Shirburnians i.t must have special interest owing to the scene
of much of the wandering being in this neighbourhood. vVe
notice that Mr. Few makes Charles pass from Trent into \Vilt
shire, not through Sherborne as Mr. Gardner does but, along
the bottom of the Downs through Sandford Orcas and Carton
Denham. .

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

It has been decided, after much consideration, to devote
some of our space to notices of the various contemporary
School Magazines that we receive. Our object is to show other
School Editors our appreciation of their kindness in sending us
their publications, and also we shall endeavour to get in some
degree as a guide to our own Sherborne readers, in order to
point out to them the portions of other School Magazines which
will interest them most. Similar notices of contemporaries
appC8r in several other Public School Magazines, and we
GIn only trust that this new departure will not appear too
radical in the eyes of such staunch conservatives, as most
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inmates of the School are. Perhaps here would b~ the m03t
fit place to announce the forthcoming publication, which is
to deal with the English Public Schools. The Magazine
is to be called the 'Public School Magazine,' and is to be
edited by l\Ir. Philip \VhitlVell \Vilson, former Editor of the
'Granta,' that celebrated Cambridge University publication.
The Magazine will be illustrated, and will be edited on the
lines of a Sixpenny Monthly Periodical. One of its main
objects is to draw closer together the Universities and Public
Schools. \Ve understand that the first number will be published
towards the end of December. There will be every mO:lth,
an article on the history of one great Public School. Athletics
will form a prominent feature, while verse and fiction, together
with Oxford and Cambridge letters, will complete the Magazine.
vVe wish the publication all success, and trust that it will realise
its object in uniting School and College.

After this slight digression we will lose no further time but
come to examine the Magazines in alphabetical order.

The Alleynian does not contain much interest in the
October number. It is chiefly devoted to an account of the
, Alleyn Club.' In their house-matches we observe some high
scoring, in Everett's v. Rendale's, H. R. and F. G. Brenes
putting on 194 for the first wicket. The shooting VIII. is
credited with good averages, all being over 50 in matches. In
the November number there is an interesting article on the
Naval Review at Spithead. The XV. has lost to the Harlequins,
Rosslyn Park, \Vadhany and the London Scottish, but defeated
East Sheen, Bedford Grammar School and Merchant Taylor's.
In the correspondence 'springclean' pleads pathetically for
'respectable antiquity and dirtiness' with regard to' the College';
, Sphinx' suggests that the Magazine should start a Prize
competition, suggesting a forecast of the team at the beginning
of the term. \Vhat would be the opinions of our oIVn readers
on this? Numberless other writers seem very indignant about
towels for washing after football. \Ve notice that Dulwich
have gained three Scholarships and one Exhibition.

The Blztlldellian has very little news beyond an account of
Speech day. The XV. has won 3 matches and lost 4.

Bradjield College Chronicle has not very mC1ch news; only one
football match is described which ended in a draw. Accounts
of the Bradfield \Vaifs cricket and football are also appended.
In Poetry there is an irregular and fantastiC poem on 'Old
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Brittany', while there is a witty set of verses from Crates, en
titled the' Paradise of the Sluggard'. In the correspondence
there are some interesting lines by John Keble written for the
opening of the West Window of the dining hall of the College.
We venture to quote them in full for the same reason that the
correspondent gives-that they have almost passed out of
recollection.

, When Adam his first Sunday kept,
It dawned on work and not on res~ ;

Yet when he laid him down and slept.
No travail sore his soul opprest ;

Work, easy as an Angel's flight,
Brought Slumber as an infant's light.

, U pan the ground he casts him now,
The ground accursed for his sake

The chill damps on his weary brow,
And even in sleep his heart will ache;

If to his fellow man he call,
There is the curse of Babel's wall.

, But thou the Lord's new Eden seek,
The garden-mount, where olives grow

There prostrate lies a sufferer meek,
Go, bathe thee in his sweat and La !

Thou, as at first, shall rise renewed;
For Jesus' sweat is healing blood.

, Thy work a blessed pastime then
Shall prove thy rest a sacred song;

The Babel cries of scattered men
Attuned to anthems pure and strong;

The Treasures of King Solomon
The Holy Church redeemed and won'

In the "Carthusiau" the departure of the Headmaster Dr.
Haig-Brown is mentioned with regret under the title of the
, Silver Exodus.' There is a witty article 'on Hair' which
points out that at the present day we are inconsistent because
while we cut the hair of maniacs and convicts, 'we allow equally
dangerous characters like professors and poets to display an
extravagant amount of not always tidy dishevelment.' There
is also a despondent retrospect of the Charterhouse cricket
season, an account of the cricket match of Charterhouse v.
\Vestminster is given which was won by the latter after an
exciting match, the first Westminster victory since 1890' There
is appended an account of the old Carthusian tour in which G. O.
Smith and E. Garnett seem to have been the principal scorers.

The Cliftonian gives a fair translation of Horace Ode 2,
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book Ill. There is also a most interesting article on the poems
of a certain Clifton poet called P.M., which appeared in the
first volume of the' Cliftonian,' in 1867 and onwards with
intervals till 1882. The selections given show great power in
some instances, and are probably the best set of poems ever
published in a School Magazine, with the exception of the
" Etonian" at least so far as we can judge from the passages
given. One or two of them resemble some of Shelley's lyrics;
thus :-

, The dews of the evening are scattered
And the woods weep

The banners of thunder hang tattered
Over the deep.'

Another fine passage is :-

.. But one there was who fell with broken car
And horses swooning down the gulf of gloom;
Heavenward his eyes though prescient of their doom,
Reflected glory like a falling star;

While with wild hair thrown back and listless hands,
Ruining he sank toward undiscovered lands."

The only objection to this passage is the first word of
the last line in which the sense is certainly somewhat strained.
There is another fine poem called' Adieu' which we invite our
readers to peruse and reflect upon. In addition to his serious
poems there are one or two very funny parodies, especially this
one of William Morris, which appears to refer to dwellers in an
earthly paradise'-

.. Where to their lips the white limbed maidens bring
In silver saucers some delicious thing."

We should very much like to ImowwhoP.M. was, but the
writer of the article seems as ignorant on this point as ourselves.

Of other poetry we have two verses in the Spmserian
Stanza on ' Falaise and Bec.'

The characters of the XI. are given also the averages, the
highest of which are T. Daniell (39.33) and H. G. Garnett
(35'58). In bowling \V. T. E. Verrall secured 35 wickets CJ,t a
cost of 11.45 runs a piece. The Old Cliftonians' tour seems
to have been very successful, all the matches being won ~xcept

one. Against Eastbourne the O.Cs made 468 for 4- w;ckets,
R. H. Johnston making 205 not out.
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The Dovorian contains a somewhat peculiar poem on
, Prim;eval Britain.' There is also an account of a 'Voyage
to New Zealand.' The cricket retrospect is somewhat gloomy.
In football, Dover College have won two matches.

The Elizabethan rejoices jubilantly over a successful cricket
season. Blaker has the highest batting average, 46'53, for 13
complete innings, while Moore has done well to take 61 wickets
for an average of II·39. There is an article on Sir Everard
House, one of the many \Vestminster worthies. Also there is
a clever paraphrase of 'Eheu Fulgaces' Horace Odes ii. 14.
\Vestminster have won four matches and lost six.

17le Epsolllian presents yet one more of the many parodies
on ' Hood's' Song of the Shirt.' The editors seem somewhat
gloomy as to the prospect of this season's football.

In the Felstedian, J. L. Pattison continues a very interesting
article on the School, from 1852-6, when it numbered appJ.rently
about 40. There is also a witty letter from Switzerland in
which the author denounces 'the cookite, that mechanical
entity, who is hurried remorselessly from place to place in
company with batches of subservient fellow sufferers.' He
also remarks' everything in Switzerland is ... made of wood,
even the natives, (I sometimes think).' In addition to this there
is an account of a Lecture on the' -Nonders of an insect's body'
which is scientific and rather uninteresting. The cricket season
does not appear to have been very successful. The poem
entitled' amateur Philology' inwhich the author seems to object
to studying German, is the only other important article.

The Giggleswick Chronicle consists of a short history of the
School, which was founded in 1508. It contains five interesting
views of the School at different periods of its existence, and
eight or nine portraits of various Headmasters. The laying of
the Foundation Stone of the Chapel is described, at which
ceremony the Bishop of Ripon addressed the gathering. There
is also a fine, but very irregular Sonnet to the new Chapel,
entitled, 'a constant \Vitness.' Altogether we may say that we
have never before seen a School J\lagazine so profusely illustrated.

The Haileyburian supplies us with an indifferent poem on
:Marshay Ney, 'the bravest of the brave.' It begins, 'he was
faithful and true to his master, he flinched not when others had
fled.' This statement is quite inaccurate. Marshal Neydeserted
Napoleon and took service under Louis XVIII,and on Napoleon's
escape from Elba, he set out, vowing to capture the quondam
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Emperor, and declaring that he was only worthy of beirig
placed in an iron cage. However, when he came in contact
with his old leader he deserted Louis XVIII, and went over to
Napoleon. \Ve agree with the author that it would. be better
not to have shot him, indeed it was·a great political mi~ake,
but he cannot be described as 'faithfulandctrue' to any' master.'
Also ,ve might point out that the poem begins with each alter
nate line rhyming, but in the fourth and fifth stanzas, only two
lines in each rhyme with one another. . There is also a pathetic
poem in memory of Lieut. A. T. Crawford, R.A., who-was
present at the Camp Concert on July 26th, and killed in battle,
on September r6th. .

The cricket averages are good, six batsmen securing over
2,) for their average. In bowling, F. E. G. Talbot has the
good analysis of 8·82 for 34 wickets.

The XV. have been defeated by a scratch team,
including O. G. l\Iackie, A. F. C. Luxmore, J. F. Carter, and
J. Douglas; and by Cheltenham; and drawn with Richmond
'. A,' and Bedford Grammar School.

In the second October number there is a fine poem on
Tennyson, in the metre of his own ode to Vergil. We do not
wish to be hypercritical, but the admirers of Dryden, Pope,
Gray, \Vordsworth, Byron, Shelley, or Keats, might take some
offence at the lines-

Tennyson thou noblest Minstrel
That has sung to man since Milto:J. died.

That he is one of the noblest we readily admit, but the noblest
seems to us a little assuming, however we must grant something
to poetic license. .,

In the Lalli:"'·illg College 111agazille, most ~pace is devoted to
cricket. Six matches have been won, and seven lost. i The
batting averages are not good, all being under 20. In bo\vling,
Read took 35 wickets for an average of r2·85. The November
number relates a curious case of mistaken identity, which
occurred in connection with two Lancing boys. At football,
Lancing have won one match and lost three.

The Lorettol/iall contains the averages of the XI. which are
good, Glenny having one of 42' r, and Swanston of 42'8. In
bowling, Keir did very well, taking 72 wickets for an average
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of 7'7, while H. Orr took 56 for an average of 10'4. In the
second November number there is an amusing article called
'Five Boys in Punts (to say nothing of the dog). The XV.
have lost three matches, won one, and drawn one.

The M arlburian for October opens with the account of the
School's victory over Rugby at cricket. There is also an
amusing account of the visit of a famous Roman Philosopher
Nemo to the country of Britain, and to Marlborough, in par
ticular. The cricket averages are very good, Collins having
one of 55.83 Ffrench one of 41.37 and Prest of 35.41. The
November number is filled with regrets for the lamented
Bursar of the College.-John Shearme Travas, whose death
is described as the greatest blow that has ever befallen
Marlborough during the 54 years of its existence.' Their is a
memoir by Mr. R. Bosworth-Smith, a letter from the Dean of
Westminster, and' recollections' contributed by H. Clayton,
and there is also a pathetic poem touching on the same sad event.
In the second November number there is an article on
'Tennyson's life by his son', an old Marlburian. There is also
an account of a lecture on ' West Africa' by the Bishop of
Sierra Leone, who so interested us by his address the other day.
Also there is an interesting article on Little Cobe mansion, a
fine specimen of Tudor art.

St. Michael's Chronicle is chiefly interesting to us as the only
colonial School Magazine with which we are acquainted. There
is a most interesting article in the present number entitled" At
a Kafir Hunt in Nata1."

In the Ousel there is a clever parody called Lord Onion's
daughter, an up to date ballad. There is also yet one more of
, Alice • parodies called' Alice at a Football Match'. The XV.
have beaten St. Pauls but lost to Dulwich.

The RePtollian is chiefly concerned with house matches and
the old Reptonian tour. There is a clever article called
, Scriptor Cyclicus.'..

The Well£ngton£an contains the averages of the XI, the
highest being Turner (47.6). In bowling the averages are poor
none being under 20. In Football the School have won one
match and lost to Blackheath " A," and Oxford" A," in which
we notice A. J. Crawford (f) O.S. was playing. The School
have won two other matches and lost one.
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FOOTBALL.

143

SHERBORNE SCHOOL v. CASTLE CARY.

This match took place on the School ground on Novem
.berI3th, and resulted in a win for the School by one goal and
two tries to one try. The visitors arrived late and it was not
till past 3.45 that Sunderland kicked off for the School, vVilson
having lost the toss. The opening stages of the game were
all in favour of Castle Cary, the School taking some time to
settle down. Pinckney failed to reach touch and from his
kick Cooper made his mark in a favourable position, but no
goal resulted. The School forwards transferred play to mid
field, where the ball remained some time. Garstin, by a fine
run, almost scored, but was shoved into touch just on the
Castle Cary goal line. The School outsides showed' some
good passing, and Parsons, after- a splendid run, passed to
Stanger-Leathes. who had no difficulty in scoring. Parsons
kicked a very good goal. After this the School had to act on
the defensive for a time, and \Vade succeeded in scoring for
the visitors. Apsey failed to convert, though his kick was a
good one. Half-time was then called with the School leading
by I goal to I try. On resuming Castle Cary pressed,blit
Pinckney defended well. However, a fine kick by\Vatriey
brought relief to the School. The forwards broke" away,
headed by \Vilson and Fletcher, and after some very good
dribbling, Garstin followed up a kick and scored under the
posts. Stanger-Leathes failed to convert. The School con
tinued to press, and after good runs by Sopper and \Vatney,
Garstin again scored. Parsons failed with the kick, which
was a difficult one. \Vatney made a good run, but as he
neglected to pass nothing came of it. The visitors were
awarded a free kick for off-side play on the part of the School
and almost scored. Time was then called, the School being
left winners of a well-contested match. Of the School out
sides, Parsons, Garstin, and Sopper were best, but all were
handicapped by the wet state of the ground. The forwards
were all good, \Vilson, Sunderland, Fletcher, and Catt being
perhaps the most noticeable. For Castle Cary Mackie,
Apsey, A. Cooper, and C. Cooper were prominent.' The
teams were as follows:

School.

H. C. Pinckney (back); M. D. Parsons, C. \V. \Vatney,
C. F. Garstin, and Stanger-Leathes (three-quarters) ; F. \V.
Sapper and R. H. 1\'1. Park (halves); E. A. Wilson(capt.),
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C. T. Cheatle, L. G. E. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher, C. C.
Cunningham, F. 'vV. Kemp, A. E. Catt, and J. G. Jeudwine
(forwards).

Castle Cary.

W. Nash (back); R. Goddard, A. J. Apsey,- W. A.
Cooper, and C. E. Biggin (three-quarters); F. Parsons and
R. Burke (halves); 'vV. B. Mackie, C. Cooper, A. G. Shar
man, T. \Vade, T. A. Wade, T. Mogg, J. H. Vinter, and
H. N. White (forwards).

Referee: T. A. Bell, Esq.

SHEEBORNE SCHOOL v. CLIFTON.

On November 20th, the School played Clifton Club and
won a good match by three goals to one goal and one try. The
School were without Fletcher, whilst Clifton were without
several of their best men. Sunderland kicked off and play
settled in our twenty-five, the play of the School during the first
qt:arter of an hour being very poor. A good punt by Parsons
brought a little relitf but Clifton were soon pressing again and
after play had been in progress about ten minutes Hickman
scored. The kick at goal was a failure. Clifton continued to
have the best of the game and Baker scored the second try after
a fine run, but he should certainly have been stopped. The
kick was sl:ccessful. A mistake by Pinckney nearly enabled
the visitors to score, but Garstin saved well. The School were
awarded a free kick, and, for the first time in the match, play
was transferred to the Clifton twenty-five. The forwards
heeled out smartly and after some good passing, Stanger
Leathes made a good run and passed to Parsons who scored.

.The same player also converted. 'vVatney soon afterwards
spoilt a good opportunity by running across the ground. Ley
\\ as forced to touch down, but the School attacked again, and
Pal sons, after a good run, scored a second try. Stanger
Leathes converted. Parsons almost immediately afterwards
scored a third try. His kick, a very good one, was successful.
Kemp made his mark, and Parsons only just failed to land a
goal. At half-time the School were leading by 3 goals to one
goal and one try. On resuning the School had to act on the
cefensive, and Beloe almost scored, but he was well collared
by Pinclmey. A good dribble by Catt gained a lot of ground,
but the Chfton three-quarters by good combination, almost
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succeeded in scoring again. \Vatney secured out of touch and
ran half the length of the field, but Garstin failed to take a
difficult pass. Stanger-Leathes put in a good punt and Garstin
very nearly scored. Play continued to be very exciting, but
nothing further was scored by either side, and when time was
called the School had, for the first time, defeated Clifton. The
forwards were all very good indeed. Of the out-sides, Parsons
and Stanger-Leathes were the best. For Clifton, the halves
were very good, G. H. Beloe particularly so. Baker and
Thomas also played very well. The teams were :-

Clifton Club.

L. H. Ley (back); T. \V. Baker, W, N. Spencer, C. W.
Beloe and S. B. Smith (three-quarter-backs); G. H. Beloe and
P. Hickman (half-backs); P. H. Thomas, W. Tilley, S. S.
Marsden, J. \Vreford-Brown, \V. N. Blachford, P. L. Austin,
H. Lanson and A. N. Other (forwards).

School.

H. C. Pinclmey (back); C. F. Garstin, C. \V. Watney,
1\1. D. Parsons and C. F. Stangf'r-Leathes (three-quarter-backs) ;
F. \V. Sopper and Hext (half-backs); E. A. Wilson (Capt.),
C. T. Cheatle, L. G. E. ~underland, E. C. Cunningham,
F. \V. Kemp, H. E. Shaw, A. E. Catt and G. C. Jeudwine
(forwards).

Referee: G. 1\1. Carey, Esq.

SCHOOL v. BOURNEMOUTH RANGERS.

The School started off "'ell and rushed the ball into their
oppo.nents' ground and almost immediately vVatney succeeded
in scoring a try. The kick failed. Soon after the Bournemouth
team by a series of determined rushes b=gan to press hard.
For some time the ball remained in the School twenty-five in
spite of the efforts of Sunderland and Catt vv ho by good dribbling
frequently gained so:ne ground. Finally in spite of the efforts
of the School out-sides Hevvett secured a try which \Vingfield
converted. The School now resumed the offensive and vVatney's
second try put the School again ahead. After half-time the
School continued to press and the utmost efforts of the Bourne
mouth out-sides failtd to pre\'ent Garstin and Parsons adding
to the School score. The Boumtmouth men now made a
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determined effort to add to their score and a brilliant run by
Wingfield all but secured a second try. However the fine
dribbling of Fletcher who was well backed up by the other
forwards soon reduced them to the defensive. Shortly after the
ball was kicked over the Bournemouth line and Rendall touching
down scored a try. Before time the School score was further
increased by Garstin who after a good run kicked the ball over
the Bournemouth line and following up touched it down.

The School were thus left victorous by six tries (18 pts.)
to one goal (5 pts.) Sunderland, Catt and Fletcher played a
good forward game, of the outsides Parsons, W atney, and
Sopper were best.

Teams:-
School.

H. C. Pinckney (back); M. H. D. Parsons, C. VV. \Vatney,
M. S. Douglas, C. Garstin (three-quarters); F. \V. Sopper,
G. T. B. Hext (halves); K A. Wilson, C. T. Cheatle, L. G.
E. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher, C. C. Cunningham, A. E.
Catt, Rendall (forwards).

SCHOOL v A. R. 'SMITH'S, ESQ's. xv.

Sunderland kicked off and play settled down in the visitors'
twenty-five. However the efforts of the School out-sides were
ineffectual, and the superior weight of the Oxford forwards
carried the ball back towards the School end. For a lonK time
the visitors looked like scoring, although the School forwards
made many efforts to break away. At length Sopper secured
the ball, and after a good run kicked into touch, thereby gaining
an advantage which the forwards quickly followed up, the
dribbling of Sunderland and Catt being particularly con
spicuous. The School however were not allowed to score, and
after a few scrimmages their opponents succeeded in rushing
the ball back to the other end, where, after some good combin
ation among their three-quarters they scored their first try.
After this the School again began to press, but they were a
second time driven back by the superior weight, and another
try was gained by the visitors. Just before the half-time the
efforts of the School were successful, and Parsons after a fine
run gained a try. On Tesuming the visitors scored for the
fOUlt~ time, and although Parsons by fine kicking gained con
siderable ground, it was not long before 'vV. J. Carey added to
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the visitors' score. A try by A. R. Smith followed soon after,
and several other points w~re gained by the visiting team,
whose superior weight forward began to tell against the School
forwards, whose play especially in the first half of the game
left nothing to be desired.

A. R. Smith's XV were thus left victorious by thirty
points to three.

Teams:-

School.

H. C. Pinckney (back); M. H. D. Parsons, C. W. Watney,
C. F. Garstin, M. S. Douglas (three-quarters); F. W. Sapper,
and Hext (halves); E. A. Wilson, C. T. Cheatle, L. G.
Sunderland, H. E. Shaw, F. vV'. Kemp, H. V. Fletcher, A. E.
Catt, and C. C. Cunningham (forwards).

A. R. Smith, Esq.'s XV.

L. H. Ley (back); A. R. Smith (capt.), T. A. Nelson,
T. Brown, and C. F. Stanger-Leathes (three-quarters);
J. F. A. Swanston and A. N. Other (halves); G. M. Carey,
W. J. Carey, C. P. Ewers, B. D. Bannan, L. C. Powys,
G. E. Barrie, J. G. Jeudwine, and C. A.Radford (forwards).

--:--

SCHOOL v EASTLEIGH.

For the first few minutes of the game the Eastleigh men
succeeded in keeping the ball in the School twenty-five, but
soon superior skill tranferred the play to the other end of the
field. Nothing however was scored for a long time, and though
Parsons made several attempts to break through, the tackling
of the Eastleigh three-quarters frustrated his endeavours. The
efforts of the visiting team to break away were effectually
checked by the School forwards, who completely out-played
their opponents. However, before half-time, some combination
among the three-quarters enabled Garstin to score for the
School.
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The second half opened well with some excellent dribbling
by Sunderland, Cunningham, and Catt, which gave Garstin an
opportunity of gaining a second try, which Parsons converted.
Shortly afterwards a penalty kick for the School resulted in a
goal, which was-kicked by Parsons. , The visitors now made a
determined rush and for some little time kept the !::all on the
School line, almost scoring on several occasions. However
they were not allowed to gain a try and the School forwards
after several neatly executed wheels transferred the play to the
Eastleigh end and shortly afterwards Parsons after a brilliant
run scored a try which he subsequently converted. After this
the Eastleigh team renewed their efforts which proved as before
fruitless for \Vatney cleverly intercepting a pass after a magni
ficient run, eluded the Eastleigh back and gained a try. Shortly
after this the whistle blew for time.

Teams :-

School.

H. C. Pinckney (back); M. H. D. Parsons, C. W. \Vatney,
C. F. Garstin, M. S. Douglas (three-quarters); F. \V. Sopper,
R. H. M. Park (halves) E. A. \Vilson, C. T. Cheatle, L. G. E.
Sunderland, F. W. Kemp, H. E. Shaw, H. V. Fletcher, A. E.
Catt, C. C. Cunningham (forwards).

Eastleigh.

Menahan (back); Springer, Young, J. Price and M. Price
(three-quarters) ; Smith and \Vesten (halves); Bignam, Geale,
Bishop, Reading, Davidson, Harris, Penial and T. Price.

SH'ERBORNE' SCHOOL v, ST, 'PAUL'S,

This match was played on the St. Paul's ground under very
fair conditions. \Vilson won the toss, and decided to take ad
vantage of the wind. The game opened with a series of grovels
near the centre of the ground, the results of which were in our
favour. As the game progressed our forwards got well together,
and heeled out very smartly: the ball continually passed into
the hands of the three-quarters, but each time the.y failed to
make any use of the opportunity. This state of things seemed
to encourage the Paulines, for they began to work their grovel
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better, and to give their backs some openings. Little by little
the ball was worked into our twenty-five, where it remained for
some time in spite of the temporary relief given us by
the punting of our three-quarters, and occasional fine bursts by
the forwards, headed by Catt and Fletcher. On one or two
occasions there appeared to be every probability of our scoring
from one of these long dribbles, but each time St. Paul's saved
before \ve crossed their line. Once indeed the ball was touched
down but was found to be in touch in goal. After each one of
these bursts the game was again quickly transferred to our
twenty-five. At last, after several unsuccessful attempts, the
Pauline backs got fairly started, and Bailey running over the
line scored the first try of the match. The attempt at goal was
unsuccessful.

\Vhen the game was restarted we in turn attacked our oppo
nents' goalline,but it was not until close on half-time that\Vatney
secured posssession of the ball and running down the centre,
handed off the full back, and scored a try, whIch Parsons
afte~wards converted.

In the second half, the three-quarters on both sides were
seen to better advantage. St. Paul's began to press at once,
and making good use of the wind at their back kept us busily
employed. After some time the left wing three-quarter was
given a good opening which he made good use of by racing
over the line and scoring a try. The kick at goal was this time
successful. From this point we had rather the better vf the
game until near the call of time, when St. Paul's scored for the
third time-this try which was the result of some very good
passing, was also converted.

In the second half Garstin made a brilliant run, and punted
first before crossing the touch line; he stumbled however, and
missed a good chance of scoring. \Vatney when hard pressed
made" a very fair attempt at dropping a goal, while Parsons
made' the' finest individual run of the match, being brought
down within two feet of the line.

Sapper played a very hard game, and did a lot of useful
defensive \\"ork. Park sayed well but was not so smart as usual.
The three-quarters lacked combination, but brought off some
good indiyidual efforts.

Pinclmey collared well when he got near his man, butwas
not always in his right place.
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The forwards played a very sound game throughout, and
though considerably lighter than their opponents, fully held
their own. In addition to these already mentioned, Wilson,
Sunderland and Cunningham were conspicuous.

Teams:-

St. Paul's.

G. Bird (back); L. D. Bailey, J. Gilman, R. C. Ivens, C. S.
Lee (three-quarters); G. C. Campbell, G. A. Walham (halves),
T. Drysdale, A. O. Ritchie, H. W. Adams, J. B. Bush-Foxe,
A. W. Williamson, C. V. Wolfe, A. Arnold and S. P. Pope,
forwards).

Sherborm School.

H. C. Pinckney (back); M. H. D. Parsons, C. F. Garstin,
C. \V. Watney, C. F. Stanger.Leathes (three-quarters); F. W.
Sopper, R. M. Park (halves); E. A. Wilson (Capt), C. T. Cheatle,
L. G. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher, C. C. Cunningham, A. E.
Catt, F. W. Kemp, and J. G. Jeudwine (forwards).

--:--

SHERBORNE SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE SCHOOL.

This, the second of our School matches, was played on
December 4th, and to our joy, resulted in a victory
for the School by I goal and I try to nil. The only draw-back
to a most pleasant game was the state of the ground, which
was dreadful and made accurate passing between the three
quarters an impossibility. Wilson won the toss, and our
opponents kicked off from the National School end. The ball
was taken into the School twenty-five, and Van Laun by a
neat dribble nearly scored. After a time Catt and Cunningham
brought relief by a combined dribble, taking the ball into our
opponents' twenty-five, where Vv'ilson nearly scored. After
some ineffectual passing among our three-quarters, Watney
and Garstin put in good runs,but Honey brought down the latter
just on the line. A few minutes after a free kick was awarded
to us for "off-side." The ball was poorly returned, and
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Garstin dashing up scored the first try, Parsons failing to
improve.

Ilott re-started, and Stanger-Leathes returning, kicked
right into Millner's hands, who ran into our twenty-five,
where Pinckney succeeded in collaring him. Driven to act on
the defensive, the School slowly but surely shoved the opposing
forwards, till at last \Vatney'sfine punting and Cunningham's
dribbling succeeded in gaining considerable ground. Parsons
then got the ball, and was, after a fine run, brought down by
Honey, after which half-time was called.

On resuming we penned the Tonbridge forwards within
their twenty-five, till Honey relieved by a kick to halrway,
while a good run by Meyrick gained a lot of ground, the same
player immediately afterwards putting in a fine punt. An
" off-side" given against the School transferred the game to
our twenty-five. Sunderland then made a splendid dribble,
and was. only stopped by Honey with difficulty. \Vatney fol
lowed up this advantage with a· run and a dribble. The Ton
bridge forwards then pulled themselves together and made a
determined rush back to half-way, headed by Ilott and Mey
rick. Sunderland again put in a fine dribble, and after several
scrimmages near the goal-line, Hext secured the second try for
us. Parsons, as always, came to the rescue in the kicking
line, and landed what was under the circumstances a very fine
goal.

For the last ten minutes of the game, play was of a " give
and take" description. Hamill once looked dangerous, but
Pinckney saved well. Good forward play on our side trans
ferred the game to half-way "'hen time was called.

For us Parsons, whenever he got the ball, was very good,
and \Vatney ,,'as also brilliant. Sopper was conspicuously
good at half, and, though all the forwards played very well,
perhaps Sunderland, Cunningham, and Catt, were the best.
For Tonbridge, Honey was cool and safe at back, always
finding touch with his kicks, Hamill \\'as the best of the th,ee
quarters, while Holt, Van Laun, and Meyrick were perhaps
best forward. \Ve must ascribe our victory to the con
spicuous dash of our forwards, and to our more scientific
wheeling. Our outsides too played very well considering
the condition of the ground.
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H. C. Pinckney -(back); M. H. D. Parsons, C. \V. \Vatney,
C. F. Garstin and C. F. Stanger-Leathes (thre~-quarters);

F. W. Sopper and G. T. B. Hext (halves); E. A. \Vilson (Capt),
C. T. Cheatle, L. G. E. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher, C. C.
Cunningham, A. E. Catt, F. W. Kemp, and J. G. Jeudwine

Tonbridge School.

C. H. Honey (back); G. A. Scott, A. T. l\lillner, L. Hamill,
and J. P. Jackson (three-quarters); E. J. Drysdale and A. P.
Morley (halves); C. H. Ilott (Capt), A. J. MacLean, H. C.
Van Laun, W. G. Meyrick, N. G. Mercer, G. T. Brock, W. S.
Zair and D. M. Field (forwards). .

Referee :-Rev. \V. W. Poole-Hughes.

SCHOOL v. S. R. BASKETT ESQ's. XV.

This match was played on 8th December in very cold
weather. The scratch won the toss and Sunderland kicked off
for the School. Our forwards were driven back into Oelr XXV.
by the scratch team who were aided by the wind and the slope.
There the ball remained some time, during which scrums of a
very loose order prevailed. Pinckney saved very well, and at
last brought relief by a good run followe:i up by a fine kick.
However the scratch gradually workd the ball back again and
after some mixed scrums on the line, Powys scored the first try
for our opponents, but McEnery's kick went wide. On re
starting we were again pressed by our opponents but at last
\Vatney's punting gained some ground. A few minutes
afterwards he intercepted a pass and made a brilliant run
right into our opponent's territory. However the ball ,vas
worked back again, thanks to a fine dribble by Powys. Soon
after this two offside kicks wer-e awarded the School in quick
succession,but on both occasions Stanger-Leathes,kicking against
the wind, ,vas unsuccessful. Our opponents however again
pressed and Powys made a run into our XXV. Fletcher crossed
our opponents' goal line but was ruled back. After half time
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the School played up with great vigour and for a time had
considerably the best of the game. However though our
forwards frequently got the ball, the three-quarters did little
with the exception of Watney, who showed individual brilliancy
and Stanger-Leathes who kicked well. The ball then got toabout
half way where after a time Pavey got the ball, and, running
down the line, punted over Pinckney's head and secured the
second try, which McEnery again failed to convert. After this
little of interest occurred. Cheatle made a good dribble, and
\iVatney made several good runs, while Stanger-Leathes also put
in some useful work. Time was then called leaving us defeated
by 2 tries to nil.

It should be remembered that the ground being the fifth
was as strange to the School as to the visitors. Also we were
without the services of Parsons and Sopper. For the School
Pinckneyat back was good, while \Vatney was brilliant if selfish,
at three-quarters, Cheatle and Cunningham were best forward.
For the scratch Powys and Manfield were perhaps best.
The Teams were as follows :-

School.

H. C. Pinckney (back); C. W. Watney, M. S. Douglas, C.
F. Stanger-Leathes, and C F. Garstin (three-quarters) R. M.
Park, and G. T. B. Hext (halves); E. A. Wilson (capt.), C. T.
Cheatle, L. G. E. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher, C. C. Cunning
ham, A. E. Catt, and J. G. Jeudwine.

SCHOOL NEWS.

H. \V. V. Temperley (d) and C. \V. Mayo (a) have both
been distinguishing themselves since our last issue, the former
gaining a History Scholarship at King's, Cambridge, of the
value of £60 yearly and the latter a Classical Scholarship at
St. John'S, Oxford, of the value of £80 annually. \Ve beg to
congratulate them both on their fine performances. Let us
trust that our list of University Honours this year is still
incomplete.

The following have been awarded their colours since our
last number :-Ist XV., C. F. Garstin, H. V. Fletcher (f),
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.C. C. Cunningham (f), A. E. Catt (a), F. W. Kemp (a),
H. C. Pinclmey (f). 2nd XV., J. G. Jeudwine (f), G. T. B.
Hext (c).

The match againt St. Paul's ended in our defeat by 2 goals
and a try to a goal.

Against Tonbridge however we were successful beating
our opponents by I goal and I try tonil. Further accounts
appear elsewhere.

The Captain of the Football takes this opportunity of
thanking the masters for their energetic assistance in coaching,
acting as referees and lines-men, and other ways in which
they have aided the School. Especially would we thank them
all for the keen interest they have displayd in the School
football.

O.S. NEWS.

The following have been playing football,

For Blackheath and l\1iddlesex~C. Dixon (a).
For Somerset County~L. C. Powys (a).
For St. Thomas'-J. F. Cunningham (f).
For St. Bartholomew's-c. A. S. Ridout, P. D.

Hunter (c).
For St. George's-H. P. S. Devitt (a) B. P. Pick (a).
For Queen's College, Cambridge-A. C. Temperley (a).

For Emmanuel College, Cambridge-H. G. K.
Young (a).

For Exeter College, Oxford-A. J. Crawford (f).
For \Vorcester College, Oxford-L. Partridge (c), C.

Romsford (a), C. ~Iartin (b).
For Merton College, Oxford-I. G. vVinch (f)

(Association).

For R. 1\1. A. Woolwich-A. H. Moberly (a).
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OLD SHIRBURNIAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

REPORT AND LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS FOR THE YEAR 1897'

The Annual General Meeting was called for vVednesday,
Oct. 27th, r897, at 5 p.m., at 63, Chancery Lane VV.CO
There were present Nlessrs. A. G. Aldous, E. F. Henley, A. Co
Broadbent, N. P. ]affrey, T. R. Buchanan, M.P., and T. C.
Rogerson. l\1r. A. Aldous was voted into the Chair. The
following Resolutions were passed :-

(r) That the Accounts for the year r897, as presented by
the Hon. Treasurer, be accepted and passed;

(2) That Messrs. Edward Francis Henley and Charles
Chatteris, the Trustees, of the Old Shirburnian
Scholarship Fund, be instructed to transfer the sum
of £526 4s. 2d., New Zealand 4% Inscribed Stock,
standing in their names, into the names of the Rev.
Frederick Brooke \Vestcott and Godfrey Mohun
Carey, of Sherborne, Dorset, Trustees of the Old
Shirburnian Society, Old Shirburnian Scholarship
Account, and upon such transfer, shall, ipso facto
be discharged from all liability in respect of the
said funds, and of the application thereof;

(3) That a vote of thanks be passed to the said Trustees
of the Old SchoJar,:hip Fund, to be communicated
to them by the Hon. Secretary, who shall return to
them the Deed of Trust on the transfer of the Fund;

(4) That the Old Shirburnian Scholarship Fund be hereby
wound up;

(5) That the Hon. Treasurer be instructed to transfer the
sum of £II5 os. 6., or other sum less charges for
transfer, hire of Room, Printing, and other necessary
expenses, to the Hon. Treasurer of the Old Shir
burnian Society, O.S. Scholarship _-\ccount, on the
terms of his letter, dated Oct. 6th, r897.

\'otes of thanks ,,"ere passed to the Hon. Secretary and
Treasurer, and to the Chairman.
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Subscribers are requested to continue their Subscriptions
and to pay them to the Hon. Treasurer of the O.S. Society,
O.S. Scholarship Account.

ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING OCTOBER 31St, 1897.

Income Acconnt.

DR. CR.
£ S. d. £ s. d.

To Balance, Jan. 1St, 1897 80 10 4 By 2 Scholarships 42 0 0
.. Interest on N. C. Stock:- .. Hi.re of Room, Print- }

I 12 6May 10 3 5 mg, etc... ..
Interest on Bank Accoun t 0 7 3 .. Balance 66 6 6

.. 18 Subscriptions .. 18 18 0

£log 19 0 £109 19 0

Investment Account.

£ s. d.
To Balance, Jan. 1St, 1897 48 14 0

£ s. d.
By Balance, Oct. 31St, 1897 48 14 0

Stock standing in the names of E. H. HENLEY and C.
CHATTERIS, £526 4s. 2d., New Zealand Four per cent In
scribed Stock; cost £530 I I s. 3d.

T. C. ROGERSON,
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CORRESPONDENCE.

DECE~lBER,

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

Sir,
The difference between an old school and a new one is hard to define

chronologically, but it is a moral one, and so far as I have traced the subject a
new School tries hard to get for itself some of the particulars as to language
ways and customs, which in the case of older Schools have come of them
selves. But I have noticed latelv that in the matter of TV01'lls Shirburnians
are forgetting that they have a la"nguage here, which must not I hope be
allowed to die out, simply because in other places and in the Sporting
papers other TVol'ds are used. In the last Shil'bzmlian p. uS the word
.. Scrum" occurs, but we have an old word here which is just as good and
is worth preserving, on p. 127 the phrase" in class" occurs; this is a purely
.. tother School" term to use a phrase current elsewhere. Lastly what on
earth is the meaning at Sherborne of a" League Match "??

Yours fai thfully,

A READER OF THE SHIRBURNIAN.

Dear Sir,

At the beginning of this term we heard rumours that the lower grounds
were going to have proper gOJ.l-posts. No steps seem to have been taken
lately to supply this need. Respectable Cross bars are really a necessity
as during the last few years it has been occasionly found necessary to play
matches on the Lower. Now the present goal posts there are quite a foot
short of the regulation height and it is the same on the other grounds.
Hoping to see this remedied before next term.

Believe me,

Yours truly,

PLACE KICK.

SIR,
It is with infinite regret that I am informed that the Junior Cup may

possibly be given to the winning League team. I beg to protest most
strongly against this proceeding, and I believe the general voice of the
School is with me. The Leagues represent nothing and are amply com
pensated by a badge. It is no particular credit to a winning Captain to get
a Cup, which was never designed for such a purpose, and in addition to
that to put it up in his house, because he was aided by members of other
houses to win it.

I am,

Yours indignantly,

ANTI-LEAGUE.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Reader of the Shirburnian.-We may inform this correspondent that the
word' scrum' has been used here considerably for something like two
years, not because the word 'grovel' is dropped by us, for it is in con
stant use throughout the School, but because the word is absolutely
unintelligible to anyone else. But the word' grovel' is, and we hope,
always will be oneof the ordinary expressions of Sherborne.-The League
Matches were agreed to by our Parliament.-The Games Committee,
where it was decided that certain representatives of each house should
unite to play the other League teams. There was a certain special code
of rules agreed to by the representatives of each house, viz.: that the
winning team should wear a badge and with reference to marks.

Just upon going to press we have received the following :

Brigadier General Hammond, O.S. is in command of one
of the Brigades of General Lockhart's force.

Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. Travers, O.S., in command of
the 2nd Gurkhas, was the first man across the bullet-swept
slope at Dargai, before the Gordon Highlanders appeared upon
the scene.

The Treasurer of .the Games Fund acknowledges with
thanks the gift of £3 3s. from \iV. Sopper, Esq.

The Editor acknowledges with thanks the receipt of the
following contemporaries :-Alleynian, Bradjield College Clzronicle,

Car/lzltsian, Ch/tonian (2), Elizabetlzan (2), Haileybnrian,Lorettonian,

11Iarlburian, Ousel (3), TVycombe Abbe)' ilIagazine, State Corres

pondent.

(a) Schoolhouse, (b) Blanch's, (c) \Vilson's, (d) \Vildman's,

(e) Hodgson's.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

A It Business Communications with regard to the Shirburnian

should be made to the Publisher, Mr. F. Benne/t, The Parade,

SJzerborne, to whom alone Subscriptions should be sent.
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